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VISION 500
he Clearview Vision 500 was the first multi-fucl stove
approved for burning wood and authorised fuel in UK

smoke control arcas. Its unmistakable classic Clearview
design makes it suitable tor almost every situation. It has a
large single door that provides an uninterrupted view of the
fire, a deep firebox taking 15-inch logs and an integral
multi-fuel grate.

* 8kW Output
* One large double glazed door that gives an uninterrupted
view of the flames.
Clearview hot air-wash system for really clean burning
without fuss or pampering.

* Independent up draft and down draft air distribution
system for maximum response and control.

* Heavy steel construction - welded inside and out for
durability and long life.
All wear and tear stove parts are easily replaceable.
Refractory lining, promoting clean combustion
Multi-fuel grate. for easy lighting and rapid response.

* Solid brass knobs and door handles.
Stainless steel ash pan for long lite and easy ash removal.

* Rotary grate for easy riddling.
Adjustable hinges and door catch to maintain air
tightness throughout the life of the door seals.
Large hotplate surface for coffee pot, kettle and cooking,
Flat top version only:

* Takes up to 15 inch logs.
3 yrs Manufacturers Guarantee

Optional Features
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Description
The Turing 5XL Wide is the latest addition to
the Woodford Collection and is one of our
finest stoves yet. At 5kw heat output The
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Turing 5XL Wide is perfectly sized for every
home. With all modern features as standard
this new addition to our collection truly has it

all.

The Turing 5XL Wide has a thick gauge steel
body and a smooth crafted cast iron door that
gives it a modern and smooth appearance.
Complete with its large viewing glass that will
stay ultra clean due to its high efficiency and
clean burn technology The Turing 5XL Wide
will look stunning in any home. Multi fuel as
standard with a built in riddling grate and ash
pan, The Turing 5XL Wide ticks all the boxes.

Features
Heat output: Skw
Woodburning
DEFRA approved
Eco design ready 2022
Steel body, Cast iron door
Suitable For 12mm Hearth
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Morso

Squirrel 1412

Black

Energy: A*

83%

b46mm

280mm max. log
length

388mm

438mm

70kg

Cast Iron

Wood in smoke control
areas

5.3kW
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The Morso 3112 Badger is a multi fuel / wood
burning stove made of Cast iron. It features a

contemporary ribbed side effect and is
available on standard 150mm legs or
additional 210mm legs that help bring the
door of the stove closer to eye evel.

This efficient and environmentally friendly
stove has been DEFRA approved for use in

smoke controlled areas and also has a top of
the range A+ Energy performance class.
Offering bKw's of heat output, it is perfect for
small-medium sized rooms.
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